Abstract -A one dimensional (1D) and a two dimensional (2D) Kalman filters as means of distributed processing are developed for two single input multiple output (SIMO) AWGN channels, i.e., one without and the other with inter symbol interference (ISI), respectively. We show the capacity of the distributed and centrally processed channels to be the same for channels with and without ISI.
I. INTRODUCTION
In general, the distributed processing problem in this paper falls into the class of problems involving the observing of events in space-time and making estimates or predictions based on the phenomena observed. Often the sensor-estimator system is distributed in the sense that data are collected a t several spatially separated sites and have to be transmitted to a central estimator/decision maker over communication channels of limited capacity. A problem which belongs to this class is the CEO problem.
[l] introduced and studied the problem for discrete memoryless source. [4, 51 extended the study to the special case of continuous Gaussian source and observation. More recently, [2] developed successive encoding strategies for the CEO problem based on generalized WynerZiv encoding. By successive encoding we mean estimators (or 'agents') are ordered and communicate -one to the nextover rate-constrained links, the final agent in the chain being termed as the CEO. For the channels that we study, distributed processing is performed successively in the context of channel coding with channel capacity being the metric. Distributed processing is performed by means of one dimensional (ZD) and two dimensional (2D) Kalman filters in the channels with and without ISI, respectively. For the channel with ISI, 2D Kalman filter mitigates the problem of infinite memory and delay at each receiver, i.e., a problem that arises when 1D Kalman filter is employed for the channel with ISI.
One scenario in which distributed processing applies is the processing of wireless signals to preserve wireline resources 
